DAY 176
CAPITALIZATION:
1. in 1069 a.d., pope nicholas ii recognized the norman influence in southern italy in the treaty of melfi.
PUNCTUATION:
An interjection at the beginning of a sentence may use a comma.
Ex.— Oh, I lost my credit card!
2. Oh said Lori I saw Kitty Carlisle in a classic movie entitled She Loves Me Not
PARTS OF SPEECH:
PRONOUNS
Relative pronouns are used to begin dependent or relative clauses. Pronouns that can begin subordinate
clauses are who, that, whose, which, and whom. Whom is used after to, for, or with.
Ex.— A student who is conscientious usually completes assignments.
Land that they bought ten years ago is now valuable.
The art, which was added recently, is contemporary.
A person with whom she carpools received a major raise.
Write a sentence with a subordinate clause beginning with which.
3.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
SENTENCE COMBINING:

4. President Harry Truman helped to create the United
Nations. He also helped to create the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. He also established the Marshall
Plan. That plan helped to rebuild Europe after WWII.
BEYOND EASY GRAMMAR:

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

PROSODY

Iambic Verse: In Iambic verse, the accent is placed on the even syllables.
Iambus is composed of a short and a long syllable.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Ex.— untie = un tie

Iambic of 1 foot: to flow
Iambic of 2 feet: For me / this fame
Iambic of 3 feet: Give me / the sky / aglow
Iambic of 4 feet: But lo / relight / the flame / of youth
Iambic of 5 feet or pentameter: Her hope / of praise and fame / subdues / the grave
Iambic of 6 feet or hexameter: Engage / to fight / this knight / or flee / away / in haste
Iambic of 7 feet or heptameter: But go / with me / to share / a place /
In time / and space / alone.
(Greene, 1868)

